
Luca Meda is an important name in the history of Italian industry, and has contributed to the design culture of the Molteni Group 
with great passion. An example of harmonic partnership between creativity and business, art and industry. Almost a paradox for a 
designer who loves design and used the pencil more than any other instrument to describe and reinvent reality. Luca Meda was 
born in Chiavari by chance – his family spent their holidays there. He grew up and studied in Milan, graduating from the Brera Art 
School. He loved the centre of Milan and its urban landscape. Its monuments, its anonymous houses, the near invisible interiors 
and the good quality objects inside them all contributed to his emotional growth and development. He then studied in Germany, 
at the Hochschule fur Gestaltung in Ulm, one of the most prestigious international design schools, founded in 1954 by Inge 
Scholl-Aicher and directed by Max Bill. His encounter with Aldo Rossi is a crucial moment. Together they opened a studio and 
took part in numerous competitions, such as that for the Contemporary History Museum in Milan. Since the late seventies, Luca 
Meda has been working on design and mass produced series. His main partnership is with the Molteni Group. His designs for 
Molteni&C. include a series of furnishings which are now considered icons, such as the Piroscafo bookcase designed with Aldo 
Rossi, the Zim and Ho chairs, the armchairs Hi-Cove and Vivette and the 505 programme. Meda has also created furnishing 
systems such as Pass, which allows the client to match simple and elegant open containers, sideboards, bookcases, benches 
and shelves, and 909, a flexible system of chests of drawers.

Aldo Rossi “Perhaps I’m a snob, but the more I travel the world, the more I feel that I’m a citizen of it, and the more I revert 
to a traditional sense of things. Your home country is the gate to your home and the gate to the world”. Aldo Rossi and his 
architecture, mystery and traditional sense of things. But at the same time the most contemporary Italian architect of the twentieth 
century, the only one, along with Renzo Piano, to receive the Pritzker Prize (the Nobel of architecture), in 1990. Aldo Rossi 
designs, creates, writes and teaches. After graduating in architecture in 1949 from the Milan Politecnico, he began working 
with Ignazio Gardella and Marco Zanuso. In 1969 Carlo Aymonino invited him to create part of the “Monte Amiata” complex in 
the Gallaratese district of Milan. At that point Aldo Rossi started out with his competitions and largescale designs and started 
winning widespread acclaim. In 1996 he was nominated Honorary Member of the American Academy of Arts and Letters (AAAL) 
in New York. Aldo Rossi still teaches in Italy, Switzerland and the USA and has filled a number of prestigious positions, such 
as Director of the Architecture Section of the 1983 Venice Biennial. During that period he designed a number of items which 
became twentieth-century icons, such as the Alessi coffee pots. His work with the Molteni Group includes design objects and 
furnishings created for projects such as the Maastricht Museum in 1994 and the Carlo Felice Theatre in Genoa. In 1980 Aldo 
Rossi designed the Cabina dell’Elba for Molteni&C, a synthesis of his poetry, along with the chairs Teatro and Milano. Then 
came Carteggio, Piroscafo with Luca Meda, Domino, Providence and a number of other furnishing designs. The latest is the 
refurbishment of the Teatro La Fenice in Venice, to Aldo Rossi’s competition winning design.

Aldo Rossi and Luca Meda have designed a 
piece of architecture; a large front featuring 
regularly spaced windows.
Piroscafo is a versatile home cupboard - a 
bookcase for the study, a display cabinet for 
the living room or a sideboard for the kitchen.
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Piroscafo   Aldo Rossi, Luca Meda             1991

This information is based on the latest product information available at the time of printing. The right to discontinue and make changes is reserved. www.molteni.it



Dimensions in millimeters and inches. This information is based on the latest product information available at the time of printing. The right to discontinue and make changes is reserved. www.molteni.it

Front: chalk white, platinum, anthracite
Structure: chalk white, american walnut
Doors: transparent glass, etched glass
Internal drawer unit: chalk white, platinum, anthracite

Finishes
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Types

 

Piroscafo   Aldo Rossi, Luca Meda             1991

structurefront door

AV6/60 AV6/60/A

door
W 600 H 600
W 23 5/8” D 23 5/8”

transparent glass etched glass

internal drawer units
W 530 D 370 H 300
W 20 7/8” D 14 5/8” H 11 7/8”

wooden shelves wooden shelves wooden shelvesglass shelves glass shelves glass shelves

LG/224/121 LGV/224/121 LG/224/181 LGV/224/181 LG/224/241 LGV/224/241

W 1210 D 500 H 2240
W 47 5/8” D 19 3/4” H 88 1/4”

W 1810 D 500 H 2240
W 71 1/4” D 19 3/4” H 88 1/4”

W 2410 D 500 H 2240
W 94 7/8” D 19 3/4” H 88 1/4” 

wooden shelves wooden shelves wooden shelvesglass shelves glass shelves glass shelves

LP/224/121 LPV/224/121 LP/224/181 LPV/224/181 LP/224/241 LPV/224/241

W 1210 D 500 H 2240
W 47 5/8” D 19 3/4” H 88 1/4”

W 1810 D 500 H 2240
W 71 1/4” D 19 3/4” H 88 1/4” 

W 2410 D 500 H 2240
W 94 7/8” D 19 3/4” H 88 1/4” 

wooden shelves wooden shelves wooden shelvesglass shelves glass shelves glass shelves

LP/157/121 LPV/157/121 LP/157/181 LPV/157/181 LP/157/241 LPV/157/241

W 1210 D 500 H 1570
W 47 5/8” D 19 3/4” H 61 7/8” 

W 1810 D 500 H 1570
W 71 1/4” D 19 3/4” H 61 7/8” 

W 2410 D 500 H 1570
W 94 7/8” D 19 3/4” H 61 7/8”
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